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MANIPULATION OF A HONEYBEE COLONY 
 

The candidate will be aware of: 
 

1.1  The care needed when handling a colony of honeybees 

  

Risk of injury to self; 

 Stings 

 Smoke inhalation 

 Heavy objects 

 Trip hazards 

 Chemicals exposure 

xx 

Risk of inconvenience/injury to others 
xx 

Handle everything slowly, without sudden or rapid movements. 

Avoid rolling or crushing bees as far as possible xx 

 
 

1.2  The reactions of honeybees to smoke 

  

Bees think colony at risk – ‘forest fire’ theory – and go down onto frames to ingest honey 
in preparation for flight from hive.  Thus; 
 

 Distracted somewhat from manipulations 

 Located down in the hive rather than flying from top 

 Ingested honey makes them heavy and less likely to sting 

xx 

Too hot, or too much, smoke may cause bees to react aggressively.  The purpose of the 
smoke is not to gas them into submission! 

xx 

 
 

1.3  The personal equipment needed to open a colony of honeybees and the importance of its 
cleanliness 

  

Minimum of: 

 Veil 

 Gloves 

 Smoker 

 Hive tool 

xx 

Also useful: 

 Container for brace comb 

 Bee brush 

 Queen marking materials – cage & paint pen 

xx 
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 Drawing pins for marking frames 

Diseases can be transmitted by beekeeper and his/her equipment between hives and 

apiaries. 

Cleaning tools and equipment between working on hives may be ideally desirable, but 

impractical.  Far more exchange between hives by bees (drones, drift, robbing) than 

beekeeper? 

However, cleaning or other precautions (e.g. disposable gloves) between apiaries should 

be undertaken.  Wash bee suit regularly. Dip hive tool in washing soda solution. 

xx 

 
 

1.4  The reasons for opening a colony 

  

Always have a clear purpose for opening a colony, e.g. 

 Regular inspection – check for presence of queen, stores, space, indications of disease 

 Marking queen 

 Perform particular manipulation (e.g. comb change) 

 Check progress/results of prior manipulation 

xx 

Prepare equipment in advance – e.g. feed, supers, ekes – so that inspection/manipulation 

takes place smoothly and takes no longer than necessary. xx 

 
 

1.5  The need for stores 

  

Stores means (a) principally either nectar or honey as source of carbohydrate and (b) 

pollen as source of protein. All bees require the former to survive. Protein for feeding 

brood. 
xx 

Average colony, reasonably well built up, requires about  5kg stores (equivalent to about 

two well filled frames) to survive a week without foraging. xx 

Apart from winter, early spring (low on stores and bad weather)and June (general absence 

of prolific nectar sources) can be times of risk xx 

 
 

1.6  The importance of record keeping 

  

Helps improve stock management; 

 Record of what has been done 

 Comparison between colonies and with previous years 

 Behavioural traits to select breeding colonies 

 Legal requirement to keep record of chemical/medicinal treatments 

 Future plans 

xx 
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Content and format (record cards, file, electronic) may vary but typically would record; 

 Hive identifier 

 Date 

 Conditions 

 Purpose of opening - manipulation performed 

 Number of frames occupied by bees - amount of space for colony expansion 

 Number of frames occupied by brood 

 Whether queen seen (and whether marked, what colour) 

 Presence of eggs, larvae, sealed brood 

 Estimate quantity of stores 

 Indications of disease 

 Medicinal/chemical treatment given 

 Presence of drone brood (early in season if considering queen rearing) 

 Amount and type of feed given 

 Behaviour – docile-aggressive (in air), tranquil-agitated (on frames) 

 Notes on any future actions required (e.g. supers, artificial swarm 

 

xx 
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EQUIPMENT 
 

The candidate will be:  
 

2.1  Able to name and explain the function of the parts of a modern beehive 

  

(Open mesh) floor  – support hive, open mesh part of integrated pest management. Will 

have some form of removable ‘varroa’ board on which to observe varroa mites and hive 

debris. 

Landing Board – in front of entrance.  Not strictly necessary but may enable beekeeper to 

observe bees more easily 

Entrance block - help bees defend against robbing 

Brood chamber(s) – part of hive where the bees routinely reside, including the queen 

Moveable frames – honey comb, for brood and stores in main brood chamber, for stores 

only in supers 

Queen excluder – prevents queen accessing parts of hive above it (notably supers, where 

we want nectar and honey only, not brood) 

Super(s) – Storage area for nectar and honey 

Crownboard - reduce heat loss and prevent bees getting into roof space.  Commonly 

doubles as a ‘clearer’ board when required to remove bees from a particular chamber. 

Roof – Keep rain out, insulation in winter to help bees maintain hive temperature 

Not strictly part of a hive, but also stands/legs 

xx 

 
 

2.2  Aware of the concept of bee space and its significance in the modern beehive 

  

 A space between components of 6.5-9.5 mm (sources vary) 

Any lesser distance, bees propolise up the gap, any greater distance they build brace 

comb. 

xx 

Enables frames to be removed, maximises number of cells in a given hive volume, 

top/bottom bee space  allows bees passage into upper chambers xx 

 
 

2.3  Able to assemble a frame and fit it with foundation 
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Practical 
xx 

 
 

2.4  Aware of the reasons for the use of wax foundation 

  

Thin sheet of beeswax, in standard size(s), imprinted with the hexagon shapes of a honey 

comb cell. Variations: 

 Size – to fit different hive types, and for a given hive type, brood chambers and supers 

 Thickness – ‘thick or ‘thin’ for conventional extraction or hive products including comb 

(cut-comb, sections)  respectively 

 Wired or unwired - for conventional extraction or hive products including comb (cut-

comb, sections)  respectively 

 Worker or drone ‘base’ – size of hexagons appropriate to either worker brood or 

(larger) drone brood 

xx 

 Improves uniformity of comb, in turn maximising usage and aiding 

manipulation for extraction 

 Encourages bees to draw out both sides, and speeds up drawing out.  

 Moveable, uniform frame simplifies inspection 

 Makes changing old comb for new (and hence disease management) more easy and 

efficient 

xx 

 
 

2.5  Aware of the spacing of the combs in the brood chamber and super for both foundation and 
drawn comb and methods used to achieve this spacing 

  

Correct spacing reduce brace comb and maximises the use of the volume within the 

chamber.  

Based on what bees do when drawing comb in the wild. 

xx 

Methods 
Brood: Hoffman frames, metal or plastic ends 
Super: Manley frames, metal or plastic ends, castellated runners 

xx 

xx 
xx 
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PRACTICE OF BEEKEEPING 

 

The candidate will be:  
 

3.1  Able to give an elementary description of how to set up an apiary 

  

Factors affecting choice of apiary site. Ideally: 

Forage, accessibility, south facing, warm, sheltered from wind, not under trees nor 

electrics, away from animals or humans, not too close to other apiaries. 

xx 

Factors affecting layout of apiary: 

Hives on base at convenient height, slightly titled forward if possible.  Not in straight rows 

or symmetrical arrangements to avoid drifting. Space for manipulations, temporary set 

ups (e.g. nucs, mating nucs), and future expansion. 

xx 

 
 

3.2  Able to describe the precautions which should be taken to avoid the honeybees being a 
nuisance to neighbours and livestock 

  

Don’t position so paths, stables etc. in direct line of flight path.  Position hive facing into 

wall, fence or hedge to force bees to rise when flying.  Not within reach of animals leaning 

over fence. 
xx 

 
 

3.3  Able to describe the possible effects of honey bee stings and recommend suitable first aid 
treatment 

  

Sharp pain, redness, swelling (extensive if in area of thin skin). 

Treat if necessary bicarbonate (bee stings acidic) and/or antihistamine. Remove (scrape) 

venom sac with knife or hive tool. 

xx 

Anaphylactic shock  

Potentially life-threatening 

Excessive immune response producing histamine, dilates blood vessels –swelling (hands, 

feet, face, tongue) dizzy, breathing difficulty, unconsciousness. 

Rapid hospitalisation, ease breathing, treat as shock, adrenaline injection (autoinjector) 

xx 

 
 

3.4  Able to give an elementary description of the annual cycle of work in the apiary 
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Autumn – feeding, varroa control, winter preps 

Winter – quiet 

Spring – stimulatory feed, inspections, queen marking, brood nest spreading, super up. 

Summer – swarm control, June gap feeding, harvest 

 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.5  Able to describe the preparation of sugar syrup and how and when to feed honeybees 

  

Weak syrup 1 kg sugar to 1 litre, spring stimulatory feed. Strong syrup 1 kg to ½ litre, 

autumn feed. 

Ambrosia invert syrup – autumn feeding 

Wet sugar bags 

Candy – winter, emergency 

xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.6  Aware of the need to add supers , and the timing of the operation 

  

Comb is used both for brood and storing food.  Relative proportions of each will vary 

throughout the year.  As the proportion of brood increases through the spring, the space 

available for stores decreases. As nectar flows commence then (a) there is nowhere to put 

nectar and (b) increased colony size requires more stores in case of absence of nectar 

flow. Hence need to provide more comb. 

Crowded hive will also increase swarming tendency. 

xx 

Add first super when brood on six or seven frames, bees on eight or nine frames 

Add second super when first has liquid in seven of ten (National) frames 

 

How quickly colonies get to these stages depends on weather, availability of forage, 

fecundity of queen. 

xx 

 
 

3.7  Able to give an elementary account of one method of swarm control 
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Artificial swarm (Pagden Method) 

Move hive aside, new hive on old site. Frame with queen and no queen cells into new 

hive, also one frame of stores. Fill with foundation or drawn comb. This hive has flying 

bees as it is ‘the swarm’ so this hive has the supers too. 

Old hive has the nurse bees – leave two largest unsealed queen cells. Dummy board and 

feed in evening, reduced entrance block to reduce robbing. 

Seven days later, move old hive to other side of new hive – depletes further flying bees. 

Because removed sealed queen cells, no risk of a virgin queen out on mating flight ( as 

queen cells sealed after 8 days and emerges after 15 days. 

It’s the second reduction of flying bees that means there are few flying bees when virgin 

queen emerges, so unlikely to then swarm, leaving a second virgin queen to emerge. 

xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.8  Able to give an elementary method of producing a new queen 

  

xx 
xx 

xx 
 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.9  Able to describe the signs of a queenless colony and how to test if a colony is queenless 

 

xx 
xx 

Test frame of eggs from another colony.  If colony builds queen cells, then queenless 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.10  Able to describe the signs of laying workers and of a drone-laying queen 

  

Drone cappings on worker cells, uneven comb, poor brood pattern, multiple eggs in cell 

(laying workers) xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 
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3.11  Able to describe a simple method of queen introduction 

  

Butler cage. Newspaper over end. Suspend in centre of hive. Leave alone for a week. 
xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.12  Aware of the dangers of robbing and how it can be avoided 

  

Robbing is the stealing of stores from one hive by bees from another. Weakens the 

robbed colony, spreads disease. Hard to stop once started. xx 

Identification. Commotion in apiary. Bees in zig-zag flights in front of robbed hive. 
xx 

Prevent – do not spill syrup or leave combs lying around accessible. Feed all colonies all 

at once, first feed later in the day when fewer flying bees. Reduced entrance block 

makes hive easier to defend.  

Remove colony doing the robbing if can be identified to out apiary. 

xx 

 
 

3.13  Able to describe one method of uniting colonies 

  

Newspaper method. Colonies close together.  Do in evening. Queenright colony below.  

Excluder on top of paper.  Leave a week  xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.14  Aware of the reasons for uniting bees and the precautions to be taken 

  

Reasons: 

 Create one strong stock from weaker stock(s) 

 Combine queenright with queenless colony 

 Combine stocks to manage overall apiary stock numbers (eg after artificial swarm) 

xx 

Precautions: 

 Risk of disease transfer 

 Ensure one queen removed if both colonies are queenright 

 Ensure hives match with no gaps. Use adapter board if necessary 

xx 
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 Do in evening when all flying bees are ‘at home’. Otherwise they will become 

homeless when their hive disappears. 

 Use newspaper to initially separate colonies to allow them time to get used to each 

other as they chew through the paper 

 Once hives are placed together, leave undisturbed for a week 

 
 

3.15  Able to describe the methods of securing stocks prior to moving 

  

Secure firmly, ventilation, no banging frames (full complement of frames, oriented fore 

and aft in vehicle.  Close up entrance securely with foam (ensure not going to come out) xx 

Straps, lockslides, clips, staples etc 
xx 

 
 

3.16  Able to state the risks in transporting live honeybees 

  

Overheating, escape. 
xx 

 
 

3.17  Able to describe a method of clearing honeybees from supers 

  

Mechanical or chemical methods 
xx 

Mechanical 

Most commonly a board comprising some form of one-way passage for bees. Placed 

below super. Once foragers move through and downwards, are unable to return. Many 

different devices – commonly ‘Porter escapes’ using metal spring arms. 

Small number of bees can just be brushed or shaken off into brood chamber. 

Commercial beekeepers may use blowers. 

xx 

Chemical 

Chemical soaked pad on top of super. Bees don’t like vapour and move downwards 
xx 

 
 

3.18  Able to describe the process of extracting honey from combs and a method of straining and 
bottling honey suitable for a small scale beekeeper 

  

When ready (sealed, except rape), clear supers. Bring indoors. Remove cappings. Spin out. 

Strain, ripen, bottle 
xx 
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xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.19  Aware of the need for good hygiene in the handling of honey for human consumption 

  

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

3.20  Aware of the legal requirement for the labelling and sale of honey 

  

Extensive legislative framework surrounding foodstuffs in general and specifically honey 

apply. xx 

Labelling 

Must be clearly legible and must not mislead, including images (e.g. picture of heather 

moor when contents are blossom honey) 

 

Must: 

 State ‘Honey’ and be qualified only by one of the ‘reserved’ descriptions 

 (Optional) geographical or topographical qualifier must be accurate and contents 

wholly from that source 

 Have name and address of producer, packer or seller 

 State country of origin (separate from address above) 

 State net weight at least in metric (and imperial if desired) – letters must be of a 

certain minimum size depending on packaged quantity 

 Have a lot number - LXXX 

 Indicate a ‘best before end’ date (two years hence is recommended) 

 

xx 

 
 

3.21  Able to give an elementary account of the harvesting of beeswax 

  

Harvest beeswax from cappings (best quality), brace comb and old comb (worst quality) 
 
Melts at 64C. Don’t overheat. Note flammable. 
 
Various means of melting wax – solar, steam, Bain-Marie.  Apart from melting, also need 
to separate impurities (bee parts, wood, old cocoons, pollen etc) from wax; filtration 
(muslin bag), gravity segregation/decant whilst liquid, cutaway when solid. 
 

xx 
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Depending on source of wax and desired quality, may need reprocessing after initial 
preparation. 
 

 
 

3.22  Aware of the need for good apiary hygiene 

  

Good hygiene required to minimise transmission of diseases between hives or between 

apiaries. xx 

 Clean personal equipment – suit, gloves, boots regularly 

 Clean hive tool  regularly – some beekeepers do this between hives 

 Wash manipulation cloths (if used) regularly. Desirable to avoid using them? 

 Change combs no less frequently than every three years (more effective and practical 

to do entire hive at once every three years rather than one third of combs within a 

given hive every year) 

 Minimise exchange of frames/comb between hives 

 Use disposable (over other gloves if wished) or easily washable gloves 

 Ensure apiary is ‘clean’ – no old comb lying around, syrup/nectar/honey spills 

 Minimise drifting and robbing 

 

xx 

 Buy bees from a reputable and preferably local source 

 Do not acquire and use second hand comb 

 Disinfect second hand hives and frames thoroughly before use 

 Do not feed bees with honey from outside the apiary 

xx 

 
 

3.23  Aware of the need for regular brood comb replacement 

  

Combs should be changed regularly as they become damaged, contain extensive amounts 

or inconveniently placed drone comb, but mostly because used comb may contain the 

causative organism of many bee diseases, such as EFB, AFB, Nosema, etc. [NBU FAQ 5].   

Replace about one third every year. Best to do entire hive at once. 

xx 

Prepared comb (from being used as a super), Bailey method, shook swarm method, 

occasional comb substitution (but not very effective)  xx 

 
 

3.24  Able to describe how to take a honeybee swarm and hive it 

  

Knock into a box/skep or smoke upwards into box/skep. Place box/skep upside down and 

propped on ground. Leave. Bees will gather in there. Take to new hive. Either pour bees 

into empty brood chamber and add foundation frames, or put board in front of hive with 

xx 
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foundation leading to entrance, and pour bees onto that.  Feed. 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 
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NATURAL HISTORY OF THE HONEYBEE 
 

The candidate will be:  
 

4.1  Able to give an elementary account of the development of queens, workers and drones in the 
honey bee colony 

  

Mated queen stores and lays fertilised eggs. Develop into female workers. If fertilised egg 

laid into a queen cell and fed lots of royal jelly, develops into a queen. Drones arise from 

unfertilised eggs and are only of use when virgin queens around. 
xx 

xx xx 

xx 
 

xx 

 
 

4.2  Able to state the periods spent by the females castes and the drones in the four stages of their 
life (egg, larva, pupa, adult) 

  

Worker; egg to day 3, larvae to day 8, pupae to day 21, adult five weeks (summer) to few 

months winter) 

Queen; egg to day 3, larvae to day 8, pupae to day 16, adult up to three/four years 

Drone: egg to day 3, larvae to day 10, pupae to day 24, adult three-four weeks during 

summer 

xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

4.3  Able to give an elementary description of the function of the queen, worker and drone in the 
life of the colony 

  

Queen – primarily lays eggs, secondarily production of queen substance – communication 

of colony cohesion 

Workers – raising new bees, hive maintenance, foraging 

Drones – mating 

xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 
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4.4  Able to give a simple description of wax production and comb building by the honey bee 

  

Wax production from eight glands in lower abdomen of bees of certain age, above certain 

temperature.  Forms in tiny flakes – passed to legs, then taken into mandibles and 

moulded. White in colour when first produced. 
xx 

xx 
xx 

xx  xx 

 
 

4.5  Aware of the importance of pollination to flowering plants, and consequently to farmers and 
growers 

  

Pollination required for production of fruits, seeds etc  
xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

4.6  Able to name the main local flora from which honeybees gather pollen and nectar 

  

Table from Mid Bucks and a few extra from Yates, including only those for N.E Scotland & 
my garden! 

xx 

 

 J F M A M J J A S O 

Snowdrop P P P        

Crocus  P P        

Willow   P P       

Top Fruit    (N)P (N)P      

Dandelion    NP NP      

Ribes (currants)    NP       

Winter sown OSR     NP      

Hawthorn    P P      

Horse Chestnut    NP NP      

Cherry    NP NP      

Sycamore     NP      

White Clover      N N    

Lime      NP NP    

Cotoneaster      N     

Raspberry       N    

Blackberry       N    

Rosebay Willowherb        NP   

Ling Heather        N   

Ivy         NP NP 

 

Locally through the year… 

 Snowdrop, crocus and willow (gardens and hedgerows) for early pollen 
xx 
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 Some top fruit, dandelions and ribes (own garden) 

 OSR if sown (local fields) 

 Trees; sycamore, cherry, lime (sides of roads and small forests) 

 (Garden) flowers 

 Raspberry & blackberry (gardens and hedgerows) 

 Willowherb (wild) 

 Ling heather 

 
 

4.7  Able to give a simple definition of nectar and a simple description of how it is collected, 
brought back to the hive and converted into honey 

  

Weak solution of sugars, principally sucrose (Disaccharide), excreted from plants. 

Converted (inverted) using disastase enzyme from bee gut, and once put into cells, 

dehydrated by fanning, into supersaturated substance we call honey (glucose, fructose) 

(monosacharride) 

xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

4.8  Able to give a simple description of the collection and use of pollen, water and propolis in the 
honey bee colony 

  

Pollen – protein to feed young. Gathered from plants and carried back to hive in pollen 

baskets on legs, stored in cells near brood. 

Propolis – resinous substance from plant buds, carried on bees legs. Used for 

‘varnishing’ comb to strengthen, fill gaps. 

Water – needed to dilute honey so bees can consume, also to cool hive 

xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

4.9  Able to give an elementary method of swarming in a honeybee colony 

  

Reproductive mechanism at a colony level. Prompted by ?? lack of space. Start to 

prepare queen cells. Once sealed, queen plus flying bees gather and flit (on warm day) 

to location close’ish to hive. Scout bees seek longer term home. Swarm takes up 

residence and draws comb 

xx 

xx 
xx 
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xx 
xx 

 
 

4.10  Able to give an elementary description of the way in which the honey bee colony passes the 
winter 

  

Clusters below 18C.  Consume honey to generate heat. Control  temperature  by 

expansion and contraction of cluster xx 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 
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DISEASES, POISONS AND PESTS 
 

The candidate will be:  
 

5.1  Able to describe the appearance of healthy brood 

  

The general appearance of the brood pattern is regular with no dead larvae or pupae. 

Caps are uniformly brown, tan or cream. Each cap is slightly raised or convex, without 

any holes, except in a few cases where the cell cap has not yet been fully built.  It is 

always good to look inside cells with perforated caps to make sure the developing bee 

is healthy. 

Larvae are glistening and pearly white. Healthy pupae under the caps are at first white 

but as they develop into adults, their colour darkens. The eyes begin to colour first. 

xx 

 
 

5.2  Able to describe the signs of the bacterial diseases American Foul Brood (EFB) and European 
Foul Brood (EFB) and the fungal disease chalk brood and describe their effects on the colony 

  

AFB 

Bacterial. Brood dies in cell.  Sunken, perforated capping, pepperpot, rope test, hard 

scale. Notifiable. Colony and hive destroyed. EFB. Bacterial. Larvae die before sealing, 

lie in twisted positions, yellow turning brown. Can smell.  Can manage, shook swarm. 

xx 

EFB 

Bacterial. Larvae die before sealing, lie in twisted positions, yellow turning brown. Can 

smell.  Can manage, shook swarm.   

xx 

Chalkbrood 

Genetic.  Fungal infection. Hard white mummified pupae.  Harmless but requeen?  

Feed. 

xx 

 
 

5.3  Able to detect the presence of varroa (a mite) and describe its effects on the colony including 
an awareness of the effects of associated viruses 

  

Varroa detection. Small reddish-brown mite like a crab. 

See them on bees (but underneath).  

Varroa floor  (more than two per day)  

Drone brood test.   

xx 
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Virus vector (trigger or transmit) – DWV, APV 

xx 
xx 

xx 
xx 

 
 

5.4  Aware of acarine (a mite), nosema (a microsporidian fungus), and braula (a wingless fly) stating 
their effects on the colony 

  

Acarine – tracheal mite. Crawling bees at entrance. No treatment available.  
xx 

Nosema – intestinal fungus, fouling of comb, reduces lifespan of bee, failure of colony 

to build.  Acetic acid fumigation. xx 

Braula – Red, wingless fly on bees back.  Harmless.  No treatment. 
xx 

 
 

5.5  Able to describe ways of controlling varroa using integrated pest management techniques 

  

IPM = variety of different prevention and control approaches at different times.  More 

effective than single method, can minimise chemical usage, prevents development of 

resistance. 
xx 

Specifically for varroa control:  

Mechanical 

 

 Open mesh floor 

 Drone brood trapping 

 Mite knockdown (icing sugar dusting) 

Chemical 

 Medicinal treatments. Tradenames for approved treatments are;  Apiguard, 

Apistan, Bayvarol, Apilife Var, MAQS, Thymovar. 

 Oxalic acid treatments 

xx 

 
 

5.6  Aware of current legislation regarding notifiable diseases and pests of honeybees 

  

Four currently notifiable diseases/pests: 

 EFB 

 AFB 

and (not yet in the UK) 

xx 
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 Small Hive Beetle 

 Tropilaelaps (mite) 

 

Notify local bee inspector.  Against the law not to notify or comply with instructions 

thereafter. 

 
 

5.7  Aware of national and local facilities which exist to verify honeybee diseases and advise on 
treatment 

  

National Bee Unit (DEFRA/FERA) at York 

SASA 

SAC 

Bee inspector (Kirsty Sutherland, Inverurie 01467 626247) 

xx 

 
 

5.8  Aware where to obtain assistance if any poisoning by toxic chemicals is suspected 

  

Very large number of dead bees suddenly and all at once.  Notify bee inspector (and 

SBA) and take samples xx 

 
 

5.9  Able to describe how comb can be stored to prevent wax moth damage 

  

Wax moths like warm and dark places 

Spray comb with Certan before storing 

Fumigate frames with 80% acetic acid before storing 

Store cold 

Small numbers of lightly affected frames can be put in freezer (in plastic bags) 

overnight which kills off larvae. 

Burn infected comb 

xx 

 
 

5.10  Able to describe how mice and other pests can be excluded from the hive in the winter 

  

Mice - Reduced entrance block or  mouse guard 

Green Woodpecker – cover hive in chicken wire or similar 
xx 
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Fencing to exclude livestock 
xx 
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